SMART Board 6065
interactive flat panel

Ultra HD 4K resolution
Premium touch experience
Pen and object ID
Seamless collaboration
SMART Notebook
software integration

Technology should never interfere with pedagogy
This ultra HD, 4K interactive flat panel from SMART is designed to offer even more
collaborative capabilities whilst ensuring that lessons run seamlessly.
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Key features
Ultra HD 4K imagery
Brilliant, detailed and crisp images ensure that every student
remains engaged in the lesson, regardless of where they are
in the classroom. Lesson content comes to life on the display,
so that students easily see all of the details without missing
any essential information.
Premium touch experience
Leveraging our 20 years of experience in touch technology,
the display has a low friction coated surface that delivers
natural touch functionality. This keeps lessons running
seamlessly as the display’s responsiveness is immediate
and the smooth glass prevents burn on your finger.
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Pen and object ID
Simply walk up and start using the display. The SMART Board
detects whether you’re using a finger, pen or eraser, saving
the time and confusion spent on having to manually change
modes. SMART’s first display with Pen ID, you can write in
differently coloured ink with the pens, simultaneously, so that
you’re not locked into your partner’s choice.
Seamless collaboration
Two students can simultaneously use touch gestures on the
display. They’re drawn to the interactive display and naturally
begin to collaborate in a seamless, fun and engaging way –
developing essential collaboration skills without even
realising it.
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